TFA, GERMANY - KLIMALOGG PRO THERMO-HYGROMETER

Model: 30.3039.IT

The NEW KLIMALOGG Pro temperature and humidity station
can record up to 50,000 sets of data and transmit them via the
wireless USB receiver (included) to your PC.
Recording intervals can be set at 1, 5, 10, 15, 30 minutes or 1, 2, 3,
6 hours. So recording every 1 minute would give you 34 days
worth of data before a download was required. Or once every
hour would give you well over 5 years of data before the data
would need downloading. Free weather software is included
allowing you to view the information in various formats on your
pc as well as the ability to export it as a CSV file for use within
EXCEL.
The KLIMALOGG can receive up to 8 wireless sensors; each
transmitter can be labelled with it's own unique name in the
software making it easy to identify and compare records. Sensors
are weather proof so they can be mounted In or Outside and
transmit up to 100 meters.
> Measurement Units: °C and °F
> Minimum/Maximum Manual Reset
> Dew Point
> Temperature & Humidity High / Low Alarm
> Data Storage - 50,000 measurements
> Recording Interval: 1, 5, 10, 15, 30 minutes or 1, 2, 3, 6 hours
> PC Software & USB receiver included
> Can receive up to 8 outdoor sensors (all sensors sold separately - none included with base station)
> Transmission Range: up to 100m open field
> Radio controlled 12 or 24 hour clock
> Table standing or wall hanging

Specification:
> Temperature Range: 0°C to 50°C
> Temperature Accuracy: +/- 1°C
> Humidity Range: 1 - 99%RH
> Humidity Accuracy: +/- 3%RH
> Transmission Frequency: 868MHz
> Dimensions: H 137mm x W 98mm x 26mm
> Weight 430g
> Requires 3 x AA batteries (included)

Optional Transmitters

P/N: 30.3180.IT

P/N: 30.3181.IT

TFA, GERMANY - TEMPERATURE / HUMIDITY TRANSMITTER

MODEL: 31.3180.IT

If you wish to measure the temperature in more than one place and read data via
your KLIMALOGG PRO simply buy a temperature transmitter to add on to your
existing weather station. You can position the sensors within 100 metres of the
base station, so now you can monitor conditions in the garage, greenhouse,
conservatory, wine cellar, wherever!
> Recording intervals can be set at 1, 5, 10, 15, 30 minutes or 1, 2, 3, 6 hours via the
KLIMALOGG PRO console.
> Recording every 1 minute would give you 34 days worth of data before a
download was required.
> Position sensors within 100 metres of the base station

Specifications:

> Temperature Range: -39.6°C to 59.9°C
> Temperature Accuracy: +/- 1°C
> Humidity Range: 1 - 99%RH
> Humidity Accuracy: +/- 3%RH
> Transmission Frequency: 868MHz
> Transmission Interval: Every 10 seconds
> Transmission Range: 100m
> Requires: 2 x AA
> Dimensions: L 43mm x W 23mm x H 160mm

TFA, GERMANY - TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER WITH PROBE

MODEL: 31.3181.IT

If you wish to measure the temperature in more than one place and read data via
your KLIMALOGG PRO simply buy a temperature transmitter to add on to your
existing weather station. This sensor comes with a probe so you can measure air,
soil or water temperature.
Position the KlimaLOGG sensors within 100 metres of the base station, so now
you can monitor conditions in the garage, greenhouse, conservatory, wine cellar,
wherever!
> Recording intervals can be set at 1, 5, 10, 15, 30 minutes or 1, 2, 3, 6 hours via the
KLIMALOGG PRO console.
> Recording every 1 minute would give you 34 days worth of data before a
download was required.
> Position sensors within 100 metres of the base station

Specifications:

> Temperature Range: -39.9°C to 59.9°C
> Temperature Resolution: 0.1°C
> Transmission Frequency: 868MHz
> Transmission Interval: Every 10 seconds
> Transmission Range: 100m
> Requires: 2 x AAA
> Dimensions: L 41mm x W 19mm x H 128mm

